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LITTLE MEDIATOR
The recent availability of low

priced, reliable two channel
radio systems has promoted a

rapidly growing degree of interest ar>d
activity in t/2A R'C flying.
Many youngsters (and some not so

young) are eagerly joining our R'C
ranks, via the acquisition of two channel
equipped .049 powered aircraft.
The kit options available to the two

channel beginner are excellent with
many fine, easy-to-build, trainer types
being offered.

At the opposite end of the 1/2A kit
spectrum; there is an even greater vari
ety of kits to select from. Just read the
ads — t '2A scale, pylon and pattern
types abound! Yet, the intermediate
area of i/2A flying — that point in time
where the two channel fledgling has
mastered his high wing, rudder-elevator
controlled, first aircraft and wishes to

advance to somethir>g with greater per
formance capabilities — is strangely
barren.

II you are an experienced flyer, think
back lor a moment to your H-Ray. Kadet,
ROM trainer, etc., days. Would you have
made your second R^C plane a scale
fighter type? Perhaps a pylon racer or
sleek pattern type. More than likely you

If you're looking for a tru ly
fine flying Haif-A sport

aircraft, try this three foot
span model for two channel

operation. Here's a
.049-.051 machine that will

*do it ail,' but isn't in the
mini-missile category.

By Bob Walloco

wisely selected a shoulder wing aileron
equipped type such as Sig Kommander,
Micro Flite. Hoss Fly, etc.
Now, without flipping through the ads

in this magazine, name a couple of 1 /2A
designs that fail in the intermediate
category. Difficult, isn't it?
The very limrtod number of t/2A in

termediate designs available became
apparent to me when my teenage son,
whose first R^C endeavor was an Air-

Ironies Q-Tee, began looking for a kit
that would further develop his R'C skills.

A search throughout the hobby shops of
central Connecticut revealed many fine
l.'2A kits, but was fruitier as far as find-
ir>g an intermediate type was concerned.
The decision was then made to "go to

the drawing board" and design one.
It was decided that the design should

possess the following features: (l)a
good amount of wing area, (2) a sym
metrical airfoil, (3) a fairly long fuselage
moment. (4) be able to accommodate
standard size radio components, (5) be
a shoulder wing design, and (6) be easy
to build.

The name "Little Mediator" was cho
sen because a mediator can be defined
as "one who functions as an instrument
or intervening agent between two
groups, individuals, or factions; to effect
a smooth and agreeable reconciliation
or transition from one point to another".
A more brief definition might be "Inter
mediate" or "to be in the middle".

Little Mediator is, in reality, a scaled-
down composite of proven design fea
tures found in larger size intermediate
level type RC aircraft.
Any novice R C pilot who has "won his

or her wings" on a rudder-elevator
equipped lrair>er should rx>t have arty
difficulty in successfully mastering a Lrt-
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tie Mediator. This design will easily per
form any maneuver that the more ad
vanced and faster flying, aileron-
elevator equipped aircraft are Capable of
doing; yet. It retains the docile, sfable
characteristics assoclatedwith a trainer
type.
As cw be seen with a quick look at.the

plans, Little Mediator Is a very easy air
plane to build. If you are a relative
novice, yeaming for a 1/2A ship that will
"do It all", but Isnl In the "rhinl-mlsslle"
category, or perhaps an experienced
RfC'er looking for a 1/2A fun type air
craft, why- not mmmage through your
balsa wood supply pile and we'll get
started with the construction details.

CONSTRUCTION
Wing; Start by cutting out the wing

ribs. Cut fourteen ribs out of 1/16" sheet
and two ribs out of 1/8" sheet balsa. This
cw be greatly simplified If you first make
a wing lib template out of 1 /16" plywood
to use as a cutting guide. If you have
some .080 alumlrrum or equivalent, you
can make two rib template which bolt
together witii two 8-32 machine scr^s
— 1%" long. Just sandw'ch fourteen
1/18" sheet and two 1/8 " sheet rib
blanks under one aluminum rib tem
plate. drill the holes through,the blanks,
using the template holes as a guide.
Now boftthe twrotanplatestogetherwlth
the wood blanks b^tw^n them, Cut and
sand the blanks U> the''t6mpiafe outline.
The spar notches can easily be made
with a flat file. Unbolt and you have all
your ribs ready for assembly. If you cut
each rib Individually (even If you u^ a
plywood template), be sure that you
stack and'pin all ftte ribs together and
sand them so that each rib Is Identical. If
you have never built "from piaris only"
before, you'll be amazed m how the ribs
will vary froiri each other no matter how
carefully you have cut them but. An
added bbnus to making ttie aluminum rib
templates Is that you or a friend can turn
out a set of ribs in a few minutes If more
than one Little Mediator Is to be built
The two 1/8"' Center ribs and four

1/16" ribs should be trimmed to accept
the center section sheeting, per the
center section rib, trimming template
shown on the plan. Be sure to keep
these ritjs separated from the other wing
ribs so that they euro not Inadvertently
posltbhed In the outer vring panels dur
ing assembly, the wing panels are built
dirsctly over the plan, on a completely
flat surface (be sure to coyer the plan
with waxed paper Or vinyl); ̂ ail by pin
ning the 1/18" bottom leading edge
sheeting In place. (Slue and pin the bot
tom 1/8" X1/4" spar in place on the
1/16" eheotirig. The 3/8" x 1/4" spar
should now be blocked up 7/16" and
pinned to place. (Pos'ition several ribs on
the pinned down 1/8" x 1/4" spar to de
termine the proper spacing tor the rear
spar; see 3tep 1 of the wing asserribly
detail on the plan.) Pin and glue the wing
ribs to the spars. The 1/8" center ribs

should be angled slightly to create the
proper dihedral angle. Pin and glue the
top 1/8" x 1/4" spar arid 3/16" square
leading edge In place. Let this assembly
dry before proceeding. (Note: It Is rec
ommended that epoxy-type glues be
used only where noted, as they add con
siderably to the overall weight.)
The bottom 1/18" leading edge sheet-

UnU MEDIATOR
Oe^isned By: Bob Wallace

TYPE AIRCRAFT
iy2A Spoil
WIM6SPAN
36 Inches

WlNe CHORD
TihchOs

TOTAL WING AREA ~
252 Square inmes
WINO LOCATION

Shoulder Wing
AIRFOIL

Siffmnettcal
WtttQPLANFORM
Constant Chord

DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP
1/2 Inch

0.A. FUSEUGE LENGTH
30% Inches

RADIO COfSPARTMENT AREA
{L)7"X(W)2"X(H)214"

STA8IUZER SPAN
13)4 Inches

STABILIZER CHORD (inel. elev.)
4%" (Avg.)

STABILIZER AREA
62Sq.ln.

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION
Flat

STABILIZER LOCATION
• Center of Fuselr^e
VERnCAL FlN KBGHT

4V4 Inches
VERTICAL FOI WIDTH (Ind. rudder)

3%lnches
REC. ENGINE SIZE
.049- 051 Gu. In.
FUa TANK SIZE

1 dunce
LANDING GEAR
Conventional.

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS
2

CONTROL HIKCTIONS
Ailerons & Elevator

BASIC MATERIALS USED fH CONSTRUCTION
Fuselage Balsa & Ry
Wing ..Balsa
Empennage Balsa
Wl. Reai^-To-Ffy 20 Oz.
Wng Loading '.. 11.4 Oz/Sq. Ft.

joined together. Check the 1/8" center
section ribs first to insure that the dihe
dral angle is correct On a flat surface,
pin and glue the wing panels together at
the proper dihedral angle. When dry,
remove, the jcnned wing assembly and
cut and fit the ailerons In place. Install
the aileron homs and hinges but do not
glue In place. Glue the 3/8" sheet wing
tip blocks In place. The center section
trailing edge pieces are now cut and
glued In place after grooving them to
accept the aileron horns, (Note that the
aileron servo Is to be rriounted to the
right of the center section ribs.) Sand the
eritire wing to the proper shape. The
wing center sectton joint should be rein
forced, as shown, with fiberglass cloth
and either resin or thinned epoxy. The
aileron servo opening-can novir be cut
and the servo mounting r^ls Installed.
Set the wing aside for now.

Tail Surteces: All of toe tail surfaces
are cut from 1/8" sheet balsa and
sanded to the outlines shown on the
plan. The ete^or hinges shouto be In
stalled, but not glued in place at this
time. (Note: It is much easier to cover the
elevators arid stabilizer separately; this
also applies to ailerons and wings and
glue the hin^ to ̂ ace after covering.)
The use of^lld pblyrtoipyiene hinges Is
r^mmended over pto type hinges, par
ticularly for the r^ative novice, as a

log can now be blocked up to the leading
edge and glued In place. (See Step 2 of
the wing assembly detail on the plan.)
Pin and glue the top 1/16" leading edge
sheeting In place. Let wing panels dry
completely before remoWng from the
plan. Add the 1/16" center section sheet
ing to itoe top and bottom of each wing
panel. The two wing pan^ can now be

possible with tittle effort. Simply Install
the.covered surfaces together arid "hit"
each hinge with "Hot ̂ fT' type glue.
The hinges should also be rou^ened-
up with fine sandpaper beifbre insertion
into the slots prior to final Installation.

Fuseiagie;; Cut the two 1/8" sheet fu
selage sides outto the outline shown on
the^ans. Be sure toat both sides are
identical, boto to outline and to degree of
hardness. Mark both sides where the
formers (Ft, F2, F3 artd 1/8" x 1/4"
cross braces) are to be installed. Cut the
formers out (Fl i F2, F3, 1/8"'x 1/4"
cross bral^) as Indicated. Bend the
3/32" music wire landing geartothe out-
llneshown on the plan. TTie landing gear
Is now attached to foimer F2 with fishing
line or wrapping wire and ejMxIed In
place. The access opening to former F2
sitould be sufftolent In size to allow instal
lation of the toel tank arid battery pack.
The motor mpuni holes should now be
drilled to forirrieir Fl. using the center
lines shown on the plan. Use 4^ blind
nute to anchor moiint to Ft. Insteli for-
riiers FT, F2, and F3, making sure that
each former is positioned properly.
Bevel the inside of the fuselage sides at
the tali Indicated, and draw together
and glue. Use the fuselage top view on
the plan as a guide to insure that the
fuselage curvature Is symmetrical. Glue
the 1/8" x 1/4" jcross braces In place.
Epoxy the music wire tall skid and
plywOod plate in plabe, as shovvn. Add
the fuselagebottom sheeting, 1 /4v" shee^

to page 60
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TOP.FfOW, LEFT & RIGHT: Foolproof method of
cutting perfect ribs. Takes very little time and is well
worth it.

ABOVE, LEFT: Wing parts laid out lor one wing
panel.

ABOVE: Complete wing parts layout minus tips.

LEFT: Note T.E. blocked up for building aid on
symmetrical airfoil.

BELOW, LEFT: Basic fuselage and tail group parts.

BELOW: Completed fuselage minus top sheeting.
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Aileron servo offset from center for ample linkage clearance.
Eliminates cutting Into center ribs.

Cox .049 Tee Dee in the nose sports an Ace RIC spinner.
IVIakes for very clean design.

between Fi and F2,1/8" sheet between
F2 and F3 and 1/16" sheet (cross-
grained) from F3 to the tail. Install the
3/16" triangular stock behind formers Fl
and F2. Glue the hardwood wing mount
ing blocks in place. Place the wing In
position on the fuselage. Besure that the
wing is square to the fuselage and that it
fits the saddle properly. With the wing in
position, take a small piece of 3/i6"
brass tubing (2"-3" long) and work it into
the 3/16" hole in F2. Carefully work the
tubing up against the leading edge of the
wing and rotate the tubing to mark the
dowel position. Remove the wing and
tubing and drili the 3/16" hole in the
wing. Epoxy the 3/16" dowel into the
wing. Reinstall the wing and drill the two
hold-down bolt holes through the trailing
edge of the wing and the hardwood
hold-down blocks, with a #36 drill. Re
move the wing and tap the holes in the
hold-down blocks with a 6-32 tap. If you
do not have a tap, the holes can be dril
led iarger and blind nuts used under the
hold-down blocks. Bore out the holes in

the wing trailing edge with a #25 drill to
accept the 6-32 nylon bolts. Bolt the
wing in place and check the alignment
and fit. install the stabilizer/elevator as

sembly in place and glue. Be sure that it
is aligned correctly before gluing. Add
the pieces to the aft portion of the
stabilizer,•elevator slot and glue. Install
the elevator servo and mounting rails.
The elevator pushrod and control horn
are now installed, as it is much easier to
do before the top sheeting is installed.
The pushrod material choice is left up to
you, as either the NyRod type or 3/16"
square balsa work equally well. Add the
3/32" fuselage top sheeting and rudder.
Drill the fuel line holes in Fl and assem

ble the fuel tank. As with the elevator,

pushrod, it is easier to set,the tank;up,
^with the fuselage top block off. Add the
battery pack insulating foam pieces now
so that you merely have to slide the pack
into place from the radio compartment
after the top block is glued in place, Glue
the 1/4" sheet top fuselage block in
place. Bolt your engine in place on the
mount- Be sure to ©Dver the exhaust,

venturi, and the fuel line nipple to keep
dust and dirt out. Mount the propeller
and spinner. Install the three 3/8" sheet
cowl blocks and glue in place. This is
primarily a "cut and fit" type step, as the
blocks will have to be carved to fit around
the engine and mount. The time spent in

cowling in the engine is well worth it, as,
the overall looks of the plane are greatly
enhanced. The blocks are now carved
and sanded to a smooth contour as

shown In the cowl block detail.: Drill a
small hole in the bottom of the cowl as
shown to allow oil accumulations to
drain free. The fuselage should now be
sanded smooth in preparation for finish
ing.
Radio Instatlation: No attempt has

been made to explain the radio installa
tion in fine detail {except tor the servo
pHDSitioning) as the different radio system
components vary in size. The-Little
Mediator shown has Westport Inierna-
tionai's Variant radio gear installed.
There is sufficient space in the Little
Mediator to accept alt types of radio sys
tems. It is recommended that your radio
manufaclurer's instructions be followed
in making your equipment installation.

Finishing: The Little Mediator shown
was finished with Super MonoKote on
the wing and tail surfaces, and the fuse
lage was finished with K& 8 Super
Poxy.

Regardless of which finishing process
you select, remember that the key is to

to page 131
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HOVER
By Don Chapman
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This month, we won't dwell on
any one thing but sort of
bounce around and touch

some of the questions tfiat are most fre
quently asked. Let's sort of go through
some set-ups before flying, then on to
other things that apply to the actual fly- '
ing.

Before flying a new bird, or if you are
just starting, the basic set-up of 90° or
180° on related components (swash
plate to main shaft, rotor blades to each
other and flybar, etc.) is just the basic
static set-up to assure everything is in its
light relationship to one another. After
this basic set-up is done, adjustments
will have to be made to the machine to
now make It happy when It's in the air.
What I'm trying to say Is that If you've
done this set-up, it doesn't necessarily
mean the bird is totally trimmed out.
You've got to fly it first to make the final
trim adjustm^s.
The engine should be covered here,

too, I guess before we go any further.
First, the engine is not adjusted the
same way in a helicopter as an airplane.
Here's why: When the engine is in an
airplane at half throttle or slightly more,
there are two big differences between
the airplane and heiicoptpr. (1) In a heli
copter, at half throttle, the engine is
urfoer quite a load compared to the load
the engine would have coasting along in
an airplane slipping along through the
air. (2) The airflow around the helicopter
engine in a hover is very fow and, con
sequently, the operating temperature is
much higher.
To set the engine up properly for heli

copter use. understand that the more
load the engine is under the richer the
mixture has to be to keep it from over
heating. Try bench running an engine
sometime and take note of how you
have to change the needle valve to ad
just for different props and rpms. The
light loaded small prop tuming 15,000
requires a leaner setting than does, for
example, a high pitch big prop tuming
9,000 to 10,000 rpm. Now the set-up in
the helicopter goes something like this
— with the machine tied down, set the
high speed or main needle valve by run
ning at full throttle, starting at a rich set
ting and slowly turning it in until the en
gine just peaks; then back off just a
whisker to stay just slightly on the rich
or safe side. Once the high speed
needle is set, you can more or less forget
it unless you have a drastic weather
change.
Now, in setting the tow speed - - -

rather than just setting it so it idles well,

you have to use it to adjust the mid-
range which is where we usually operate
1/2 to 3/4 throttle at hover. Rather than
using the high speed needle, use the low
speed needle to get the proper mid-
range (definitely on ttie rich side). Now it
doesn't have to be 4-cycling, but it
should be just out of 4-<ycle (blowing
plenty of smoke) when hovering. When
making these adjustments, the engine
should be up to operating temperature.
By keeping the engine rich in ttre mid-
range where we are using the engine at
partial throttle, but under heavy load, the
engine won't overheat but foe throttle
response wrill stilt be clean for good verti
cal control when we punch it to go up.
When you first fire up a cold engine

and, if it's adjusted properly, it will be on
the rich side until it warms up, so don't be
alarmed and start leaning ft out so It idles
good when it's cold; just take time and let
it get up to operating temperature. If you
set it when it's cold, orice it's warmed up,
rt Will be too lean and could quit just when
you don't want it to and you all know how
the glide ratio is on a hell<x>ptor.
The engine in a helicopter goes

through a lot wider temperature range
than does an airplane: this Is why you've
got to have a very flexible engine or,
should I say, a tolerant one which brings
me to another poirrt—carburetors. The
Penry catt> is an excellent carb in an
airplane but they are just too touchy for
helicopter use; it ail comes down to the
temperature range we run through. It's
almost impossible to get one properly
adjusted to operate correctly through
sustained hover, to flying around, then
back to hovering again. Well, enough on
engines, let's go back to basic or static
set-ups compared to flying set-ups.
As I said before, foe basic or static

set-up is to put everything in its proper
relationship to one another in the begin
ning. In addition, the only place to prop
erly trim a helfcopter Is out of ground
effect or at least your rotor diameter off
the ground, which brings up one of foe
most often asked questions. For you
guys who have some flying time under
your belt, you know you've got to put
several controls into the machine to get it
off the ground nici^ and smooth, but the
newcomers haven't experienced that
yet and wonder why the machine wants
to skate to the left or right If you're just
starting to team how to control a helicop
ter, change foe trims to make it come up
straight. If the trims won't quite handle
foe job, change the pushrod len^s until
it does come straight Now, this is just for
the tieginners because they are going to

be in ground effect and never more than
6" off the ground and not out of their 6'
square until they team how to control the
machine — right? After you have discip
lined yourself and taught yourself to
somewhat control the machine, you'll
start to get higher and higher off the
ground for longer and higher hovers
and, when you do, you will find foat foe
machine will tie out of trim up there if you
have trimmed It for on-the-deck hover
ing. If so, go back and change the trims
or pushrods to re-trim it for an off-of-
ground effect hover. Now, when you lift
off, you will have to put in foe corrective
controls white coming off until it's up into
a hover. While you're teaming to fly.
you'll team to do these corrections au
tomatically but, until you team, you will
be on the deck teaming to control the
machine. So while you're teaming, trim it
for flying In grourid effect or, in other
words, trim it to lift off straight by itself. It
will make it a lot easier to team at first.
Hope fols answers the question of why
foe machine always wants to skate to
one side or another. By foe way, foe real
ones are the same way; this phenome
non doesn't just apply to the models.
Another thing - - - while we usually trim '
our models for hover, the big troys hold
in tail rotor all the time white hovering,
then as they go into forward flight, foe tail
rotor [^ais eventually are neutralized.

Balance on most of the helicopter
plans calls for the C.G. to be on the main
shaft or just slightly forward. Well, my
experience has been that fols is fine for
dead, calm weather but, if you waited for
dead, calm weather, you would probably
only get to fly 3 or 4 days a year. What
I've found works best for me is that,
when checking balance, rather than
using the bottom of the main shaft to
check the C.G., use the flybar or the
main shaft under the head to pick up the
machine to check its attittide. It should
^ways have a slight nose-down attitude.
Don't, under any circumstances, try to fly
a tail heavy helicopter. Put whatever
amount of weight it takes to put the nose
down. Most all machines will take at
least 4 oz. and go up from there. The
extra weight will never bo noticed as far
as power is concerned, but will sure go a
long way to better iflying in wind or in
dead calm. Just remember, a nose
heavy helicopter won't really hurt any
thing unless you're doing loops or some
thing like that, but a tail heavy helicopter
can be a real bear to handle.

•

I've t>een flying with a Prototype Heli
copter Radio from Westport Interna-
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tlonal, the p^ple who make the Variant
and, let me tell you, this thing is tniiy a
helicopter pilot's drearn come true,' and
now It's available to evieryone. Ths big
asset of the radio isthat rather than try
ing to make the various components of a
helicopter function so it feels right to you,
the machine can be changed right on the
transmitter. Here are some of the fea
tures.

(1) Adjustable, electronic tall rotor
mixing with an adjustable electronic
over-shoot (momentary extra mixing for
severe throttle or collective changes
while going up or down).
(2) Throttle, collective and tail rotor

mixing, all operated from just the throttle
control on the transmitter. (No more ser
vos wired together to give you throttle
and collective.)
(3) Dual rate switch with the lower r^e

being acjjustable from 10% to 90% servo
travel with full stick movement.
(4) Dual trims for hovering or forward

flight, adjustable naturafly, and can be
switched hack and forth with the flick of a
switch.

(5) Independent servo reversing with
the flick of a switch.
(6) Collective trim. Now this is really

super- by moving a trim-iike switch, you
can change the collective pitch to run
more rotor speed, or less, whatever you
desire and idl done while you're flying
without shutting down tiie machine to
make any adjustments.

I don't know prices as of this writing
but, after flying three weeks with this rig,
I'm really spoiled. Something that's al
most too good to believe is that it works
flawlessly in my helicopter. Truly a heli
copter pilot's dream from Westport in-
tematfonal Inc;, 345 Boston Post Road,
Milford, Conn. 0&4-60.

If you were at the Toledo show, you
probably saw that trick electric self-
starter for airplanes in which you just
pushed the right button on the transmit
ter and it lit the glow plug and engaged
an onboard Starter which started the en
gine—all remotely controlled. Well, now
Eastcraft Specialty Products has one
available for the Kavan Jet Ranger.
Their address is P.O. Box 25. Irwin,
Penn. 15642.

Bill Curtis has one of these in his
Ranger with a Rossi. 60, and it works
just super. Just carry the bird onto the
field, turn on the radio and everything
else is done from the transmitter. You've
got to see it to believe it

From Jim Platt, "the Okie" from Ada,
Oklahoma, comes this different ap
proach to the problem of adjusting your
needle valve on the Jet Ranger without
having to ̂ ut down everything to do so.
There haVe been other ways of doing
this, but Jim's Idea has the merit of hot
beirig connected to the mechanics so,
when you do have to remove the
mechanics, you won't t)e disturbing your

needle valve setting. It only takes about
an hourto make and install, so make one
and save yourself some aggravation.
Here are Jirn's instructions.
Locate hole (5/32") in transmission

box and t/4" in fuselage (Rgure 1) using
simple triangulatlon method.

I received the following letter from Bob
Jones with his views on Kavan's
Alouette. Interesting.

TOPPIATE
FOR MECHANICS

MEASURE
AND RECORD

VALVE

FIGURE 1

Transferthe fneasurementsto the box
and fuselage with a straight-edge and
small triapgle. Drill 1/8" holes and then
sight to needle valve. If okay, enlarge as
noted. Sweat solder long 1/8" tubing
(5/32", 3/16", 7/32" tubing) and music
wire together. File notch in 7/32" tubing.
Solder short 1/8".tubing with 3/32" hole
to needle valve. Assemble finished ex
tension, flat washer, spring and wheel
collars to copter. Install mechanics and
check operation. If coupler engages
rî le valve and rotates same, you are
permitted to marvel I Use inside wheel
collar to put enough tension on spring to
retract extension.

Dear Don:

First, please extend my congratula-
tions to that other Don, whafs-his-
name, forgeWngyou to writeihe "Hover
Column". I'm sure Oie value of RCMhas
been Increased at least an order of
rriagnftude to those who fly choppers.
Now my point I wish to lise to the

defense of Kavan's Alouette. In the
January issue of ROM, there appeared
an article by^Grady Howard evaluating
this ̂ ne machine. He correctly prsuses
its simple construction and crisp posi
tive control, but he strongly emphasizes
that it is not a beginners'machine and
should only be flown by experts. This is
very unfortunate because nothing is
further from the trutii. But, if the Kavan
Alouette is too sensitive, ail thk is
needed, as you suggested, is to con
nect the bell system control link directly
to the swash plate instead of using^
eidension provided in tire IdL The beli
link is the one connected directly to the
man rotor blades, not the one which
controls tite fiyttar. Yes, the machine is
equipped with hot one, but two, count
'em, two cycttC cOhtrol syeterns. The bell
system gives fine, precise, quickcmtrol
for those small corrections in hover

while-tiie Hiiier sys^m, with /fs servo
paddle boost, provides the power for

to page 130
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Qdfo Soactriim JIM OODINO

Before we get into the old elec
tric stuff, I just have to say a few
words about one of the best

contests I've ever participated in. If you
want to pep up the activity in pattern and
scale in your area, ail you have to do is
what Dick Russ and friends did for the
Hitachi Desert Classic in California City,
California. I'm not sure where it starts,
but 1 suspect the key is to find yourself an
organizer with a "can do" attitude. 1
know I was a little dubious when Dick
first started talking aix>ul his plans, but
when it was over it was everything any
one could have ever hoped for. Think
about color TV sets for first place, mic
rowave ovens for second place, and
black and white TV's for third place in
four Pattern Classes and Stand-Off
Scale. In addition, they must have given
away $5000 worth of kits, engines, glue,
fuel, etc., at the Saturday night banquet.
Even the banquet was good, and the
flying conditions were superb; a newly
paved runway, clear skies, two to three
mph winds, six rounds of flying (if you got
there on lime). If you weren't ready to go
you were skipped and that turned out to
be most of us on line four on the first
round. Even than there was no comp
laining. How could you complain when
the Contest Director and his lovely wife
LeNea! had entertained you In first class
style in their home the night before. I'd
love to go out and do the whole thing
over next weekend. Oh yeh; I'm sure
going to enjoy watching football on my
new color TV set this season.

★ ★

For this month's lesson, I thought we'd
start discussing the principles used in
the new transmitter encoders In a little
more depth. I might point out that the
only big change in RC equipment in the
last few years has been in encoders.
When you buy one of these new super
systems, you're getting essentially the
same airborne equipment that you
would get in a standard system. What
then is so great that people are willing to
pay S600 to $800? After all, the standard
half-shot encoder that has been In use
for the last ten years has worked pretty
dam good. In fact, I'm amazed at how
stable they are. However, I must admit
that the new encoders have some very
desirable features, namely versatility.
You can eerily incorporate polarity re
versing (switch servo direction at the

transmitter end), dual rates, mixing,
non-linear response, and extremely
line^ response. These encoders are
usually built around operational
amplifiers or OP amps as they are cal
led, which can do many things for us.
Doug Spreng explained their operation a
few months ago but let us quickly review
what they do in simple terms.
The Ideal OP amp has Infinite input

Impedence, which means it doesn't load
the circuit it is connected to, and it has
infinite gain. This enables us to build an
amplifier circuit with precise gain which
means the output will have a definite
relation to the input. A gain of two means
we will get two volts out for one volt in. A
gain of .5 means we will get a half volt out
for one volt,in. The gain can be set by
means of input and feedback resistors
and is Independent of the operational
amplifier itself. A typical circuit Is shown
in Figure 1.

FIQURE 1

If a small voltage measured at pin (1)
with respect to pin (2) is assumed to
exist, the amplifier output voltage at
pin (4) will be of opposite polarity and
can increase in value (with infinite output
available) until the voltage between
pin(1) and pin (2) becomes infinitesi-
maily small. When the output is fedback
to pin (1) In this way the output always
goes to the value required to drive the
signal between pin(1) and pin (2) to
zero.

Since the amplifier draws no Input cur
rent and the input voltage approaches
zero when the feedback loop is closed
we may write:

Hence

Eo

Note that the input impedance of the
circuit is not infinite. If pin (1) is at ground
potential (voltage from pin (1) to pin (2)
is close to zero). The input effectively
sees Ri as the input impedance.

Let's take a look at how we can use

this in a transmitter. For the time t)elng,
let's assume we have, a circuit that puts
out a precise pulse width for a given
input voltage. Let's say that with 5 volts
in. we get a 1.5 msec pulse (our stan
dard neutral command) and it takes a
swing of plus and minus one-half volt to
give us our plus and minus .5 msec re
quired for full command. We have a ten
volt supply (eight nicad cells) and we
would tike to have servo reversing at the
transmitter end.

We put our control pot directly across
the battery supply as shown in Rgure 2
and set the wiper exactly In the center.

cofrmoi.
POT

REVEPSINO
'ewrrcH

It can be seen that the control voftage
(Vc) will be at 5 volts with respect to
ground in either position of the switch so
the pulse width will stay at 1.5 msec and
the servo neutral will not change when
the reversing switch Is thrown. However,
the control voltage will go higher for
clockwise rotation if the switch is left In

the position shown, and It will go lower
for clockwise rotafion If we throw the
switch. Likewise, file pulse width and
servo direction will reverse when the

switch is thrown.

So far so good, but wait. If our control
stick moves plus and minus 30 degrees
the voltage swing from a 300 degree pot
will be plus and minus one volt, not plus
and minus one-hatf^ Enter the OP amp
with a gain of one-half and the problem Is
solved. We need to bias pin (2) of the OP
amp a little differently because we don't
want the output to be 2.5 volts when the
input Is 5 volts. The answer is to bias
pin (2) up to 5 volts. The resulting circu'rt


